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To evaluate the impact of the diversity of antigen recognition by T lymphocytes on disease pathogenesis, we
must be able to identify and analyze simultaneously cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL) responses specific for
multiple viral epitopes. Many of the studies of the role of CD81 CTLs in AIDS pathogenesis have been done
with simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV)- and simian-human immunodeficiency virus (SHIV)-infected rhesus
monkeys. These studies have frequently made use of the well-defined SIV Gag CTL epitope p11C,C-M
presented to CTL by the HLA-A homologue molecule Mamu-A*01. In the present study we identified and fine
mapped two novel Mamu-A*01-restricted CTL epitopes: the SIVmac Pol-derived epitope p68A (STPPLVRLV)
and the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) Env-derived p41A epitope (YAPPISGQI). The frequency
of CD81 CTLs specific for the p11C,C-M, p68A, and p41A epitopes was quantitated in the same animals with
a panel of tetrameric Mamu-A*01/peptide/b2m complexes. All SHIV-infected Mamu-A*011 rhesus monkeys
tested had a high frequency of SIVmac Gag-specific CTLs to the p11C,C-M epitope. In contrast, only a fraction
of the monkeys tested had detectable CTLs specific for the SIVmac Pol p68A and HIV-1 Env p41A epitopes, and
these responses were detected at very low frequencies. Thus, the p11C,C-M-specific CD81 CTL response is
dominant and the p41A- and p68A-specific CD81 CTL responses are nondominant. These results indicate that
CD81 CTL responses to dominant CTL epitopes can be readily quantitated with the tetramer technology;
however, CD81 CTL responses to nondominant epitopes, due to the low frequency of these epitope-specific
cells, may be difficult to detect and quantitate by this approach.
Although considerable data have accrued in studies of AIDS
pathogenesis supporting a role for CD81 cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) in containing human immunodeficiency virus type
1 (HIV-1) replication, the importance of epitope specificity in
antigen recognition by these cells remains poorly defined. Containment of HIV-1 replication in vivo has been correlated
temporally with the generation of virus-specific CTL (5, 10,
23). In addition, a potent CTL response in chronically infected
individuals is associated with low virus load and a stable clinical
status (18, 21). However, little is known about the diversity of
HIV-1 epitopes recognized by these CTL and the ramifications
of diverse antigen recognition for disease pathogenesis. Some
have suggested that the breadth of antigen recognition by
CD81 CTL may have a significant impact on success in controlling virus spread (23). To evaluate the impact of the diversity of antigen recognition by T lymphocytes on disease pathogenesis, we must be able to identify and analyze simultaneously
CTL responses specific for multiple viral epitopes.
Recently it has become possible to define with quantitative
precision distinct subpopulations of epitope-specific CD81
CTL by soluble major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class

I/peptide/beta-2-microglobulin (b2m) tetrameric complexes and
flow cytometric analysis (2–4, 6, 8, 11, 17, 21). The application
of this technique has so far been used primarily for the study of
virus-specific CTL with specificity for dominant epitopes presented to T cells by MHC class I molecules. The tetramer
technique for studying CTL should, however, be useful in evaluating CTL specific for multiple epitopes of the same virus.
This might be accomplished through the use of a panel of
tetrameric MHC class I/peptide/b2m complexes that define a
variety of CTL epitopes restricted by either a single or multiple
MHC class I molecules.
Simian immunodeficiency virus (SIVmac)- and simian-human immunodeficiency virus (SHIV) infection-infected rhesus
monkeys develop a disease with remarkable similarities to
HIV-1-induced disease in humans (13, 14, 24), providing powerful animal models in which to study AIDS pathogenesis. The
evaluation of rhesus monkey CTL responses to SIVmac and
SHIV has been facilitated by the use of well-defined viral CTL
epitopes and their restricting MHC class I molecules. Specifically, SIVmac- and SHIV-specific CTL have been evaluated
with considerable sensitivity in these animal models through
the study of T-cell responses to the Gag epitope p11C,C-M
presented by the HLA-A homologue molecule Mamu-A*01 (1,
11, 15, 16). The definition of additional CTL epitopes and the
development of tetrameric staining approaches for their evaluation would considerably increase the utility of these animal
models.
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In the present study we have identified two additional
Mamu-A*01-restricted CTL epitopes in SHIV-infected rhesus
monkeys. We have generated tetrameric Mamu-A*01/peptide/
b2m complexes that recognize CD81 CTL specific for these
epitopes and used them to evaluate the breadth of the MamuA*01-restricted CTL response in these monkeys.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

106/ml. On day 3 of culture, the medium was supplemented with human rIL-2 (20
U/ml; provided by Hofmann-La Roche), and the cultures were maintained for an
additional 7 days. The cells were then centrifuged over Ficoll-Hypaque and
assessed as effectors in a standard 51Cr release assay at an E/T ratio of 10:1. The
target cells were Mamu-A*011 B-LCL cells pulsed during overnight 51Cr labeling either with 1.0 mg of the same peptide used to stimulate the cultured cells or
with 1.0 mg of the control peptide p11B (ALSEGCTPYDIN) per ml. All wells
were assayed in quadruplicate. The plates were incubated for 5 h in a humidified
incubator at 37°C. Specific release was calculated as (experimental release 2
spontaneous release)/(maximum release 2 spontaneous release) 3 100.
Mamu-A*01/peptide/b2m complex formation and staining of peptide-specific
CD81 T lymphocytes. Mamu-A*01/p11C,C-M/b2m (SIVmac Gag), Mamu-A*01/
p68A/b2m (SIVmac Pol), and Mamu-A*01/p41A/b2m (HIV-1 Env) complexes
were prepared as previously described (11). Phycoerythrin (PE)-labeled ExtrAvidin (Sigma) was mixed stepwise with biotinylated Mamu-A*01/peptide complexes at a molar ratio of 1:4 to produce the tetrameric complexes. All antibodies
used in this study were directly coupled to fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC),
PE-Texas red (ECD), or allophycocyanin (APC). The following monoclonal
antibodies were used: anti-CD8a (Leu2a)-FITC (Becton Dickinson), antiCD8ab-ECD (Coulter), and anti-CD3-APC (FN18; kindly provided by D. M.
Neville, Jr., National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md.).
The PE-coupled tetrameric Mamu-A*01/peptide/b2m complexes were used in
combination with anti-CD8a-FITC, anti-CD8ab-ECD, and anti-CD3-APC to
stain 100 ml of fresh blood or 2 3 105 lymphocytes isolated by Ficoll-Hypaque
density gradient centrifugation following in vitro peptide stimulation as previously described (11). Whole-blood samples were lysed with an Immunoprep
reagent system and a Q-prep workstation (Beckman Coulter Inc.). Ten thousand
gated events were collected, and samples were analyzed on a Coulter EPICS
Elite ESP flow cytometer. Data analysis was performed with the EPICS Elite
software (version 4.02; Beckman Coulter Inc.). Data presentation was performed
by using WINMDI software version 2.7 (Joseph Trotter, La Jolla, Calif.) and
PowerPoint 97 (Microsoft, Redmond, Wash.).

RESULTS
Identification of novel Mamu-A*01-restricted SIVmac and
SHIV CTL epitopes. To increase the power of the rhesus monkey model for exploring the role of CTL in AIDS immunopathogenesis, we sought to identify Mamu-A*01-restricted
SIVmac- and SHIV-derived CTL epitopes in addition to the
Gag p11C,C-M peptide. PBMC from Mamu-A*011, SHIVinfected rhesus monkeys were stimulated in vitro with pools of
overlapping 20- or 25-amino-acid peptides spanning the entire
SIVmac Pol and HIV-1 Env proteins. The peptide-stimulated
cultures were then assessed for CTL activity specific for autologous B-LCL cells pulsed with each of the individual peptides
contained within the pool of stimulating peptides (data not
shown). In studies of PBMC from three Mamu-A*011, SHIVinfected monkeys, potential Mamu-A*01-restricted CTL epitopes were detected in an HIV-1 Env peptide (p41 [GKAMYA
PPIEGQIRCSSNIT]; amino acids 393 to 412) (19) and in a
SIVmac Pol peptide (p68 [WQVTWIPEWDFISTPPLVRLV
FNLV]; amino acids 876 to 900) (7).
Identification of the optimal HIV-1 Env-derived MamuA*01-restricted CTL epitope. Since the peptide binding motif
for Mamu-A*01 has recently been shown to have a proline
residue at position 3 (1), we focused the fine mapping of these
epitopes on 8- to 10-amino-acid peptides within these sequences that contain a proline at that position. For characterization of the HIV-1 Env-derived epitope, two different experimental approaches were used to generate HIV-1 Env-specific
effector cells. In the first approach, paraformaldehyde-fixed,
autologous B-LCL cells infected with a recombinant vaccinia
virus (vv299) expressing the entire HIV-1 gp160 were used to
stimulate PBMC from a SHIV-infected monkey. In the second
approach, the 20-amino-acid peptide p41 was used to stimulate
PBMC from a SHIV-infected monkey. Neither strategy should
bias the specificity of the expanded effector cell population,
since both depend upon intracellular antigen processing to
generate the Mamu-A*01-binding peptide. HIV-1 Env-specific
effector T cells generated by each of these approaches were
used in a standard 51Cr release assay to assess lysis of autolo-
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Animals. Heparinized blood samples were obtained from rhesus monkeys
(Macaca mulatta) experimentally infected with uncloned SIVmac strain 251,
SHIV-89.6 (monkeys 206, 287, and 556), or SHIV-HXBc2 (monkeys L3 and L9).
The experimental monkeys in the present study were infected with SHIV or
SIVmac 3 to 72 months prior to their evaluation. The animals were maintained
in accordance with the guidelines of the Committee on Animals for the Harvard
Medical School (Cambridge, Mass.) and the Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals (20).
Selection of Mamu-A*011 rhesus monkeys. Rhesus monkeys were screened
for the presence of the Mamu-A*01 allele by a PCR-based technique as previously described (9). EDTA-preserved whole blood from rhesus macaques was
subjected to Ficoll diatrizoate density gradient centrifugation to isolate leukocytes, and the washed cell pellets were resuspended in 200 ml of phosphatebuffered saline. DNA extraction was then carried out with a QIAmp blood kit
(Qiagen Inc., Chatsworth, Calif.). PCR was performed on 200 to 500 mg of
extracted DNA with allele-specific primers in a 50 ml reaction mixture consisting
of 60 mM Tris (pH 8.5), 2 mM MgCl2, 15 mM ammonium sulfate, 2 mM
deoxynucleoside triphosphates (0.5 mM each), and 5 ml of Taq polymerase.
Primers A*01/F (59-GAC AGC GAC GCC GCG AGC CAA-39) and A*01/R
(59-GCT GCA GCG TCT CCT TCC CC-39) were used at final concentrations of
800 nM each. Two additional primers specific for a conserved MHC class II
sequence (based on the macaque homologue of HLA-DRB3) were included in
the reaction as internal positive controls. Primers 59 MDRB (59-GCC TCG AGT
GTC CCC CCA GCA CGT TTC-39) and 39 MDRB (59-GCA AGC TTT CAC
CTC GCC GCT G-39) were used at final concentrations of 680 nM each. PCR
was carried out with a GeneAmp System 9600 thermocycler (Perkin-Elmer Inc.,
Norwalk, Conn.). Samples were denatured at 96°C for 2 min followed by 5 cycles
of 25 s at 96°C and 60 s at 72°C; 21 cycles of 25 s at 96°C, 50 s at 67°C, and 45 s
at 72°C; and 4 cycles of 25 s at 96°C, 60 s at 55°C and 80 s at 72°C. The PCR
products were analyzed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis. Ten microliters of
each PCR reaction mixture was loaded per lane.
Potential Mamu-A*01-positive animals were identified by the presence of two
bands, a 685-bp amplified product and a 260-bp band. DNA sequence analysis
was then performed on all potential positive samples to confirm nucleotide
sequence identity with the published Mamu-A*01 prototype sequence (16). Prior
to being sequenced, the amplified DNA was treated with 1 U per reaction of
shrimp alkaline phosphatase and 10 U of exonuclease I for 15 min at 37°C
followed by 15 min at 80°C. The sequencing templates were then purified with a
QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen, Inc.). For each template, 70 ng of DNA
was used for DNA sequencing together with 5 pmol of primer. Four PCR
primers were used for sequencing: A*01/F and A*01/R, whose sequences are
shown above, and B/11 (59-CTG CGC GGC TAC TAC AAC CA-39) and G/11
(59-ATG TAA TCC TTG CCG TCG TA-39). Sequencing was carried out at a
central core sequencing facility on an ABI-373 stretch DNA-sequencing machine, using ABI AmpliTaq FS dye terminator chemistry (Perkin-Elmer, Inc.).
All animals used in this study were genotypically Mamu-A*01 positive based on
the above screening and were also Mamu-A*01 positive by functional CTL assay.
Peptide mapping of CTL epitopes. The optimal SIVmac Pol and HIV-1 Env
peptides presented by Mamu-A*01 to CTL were determined in functional
effector cell assays. PBMC of Mamu-A*011, infected rhesus monkeys were
isolated by centrifugation over Ficoll-Hypaque (Ficopaque; Pharmacia). The
PBMC were then specifically stimulated with antigen either by culture with
autologous B lymphoblastoid cell line (B-LCL) cells infected with recombinant
vaccinia virus or by the addition of 20- or 25-amino-acid peptides. When using
recombinant vaccinia virus-infected B-LCL cells as stimulator cells, PBMC from
infected, Mamu-A*011 monkeys were maintained at a density of 2 3 106/ml and
cocultured with an equal number of paraformaldehyde-fixed, autologous B-LCL
cells infected with a recombinant vaccinia virus expressing HIV-1 gp160 (v299).
When long peptides were used as stimulating antigens, PBMC from infected,
Mamu-A*011 monkeys were cultured with 50 mg of the indicated peptide (SIV
Pol p68 [WQVTWIPEWDFISTPPLVRLVFNLV] or HIV-1 Env p41 [GKA
MYAPPIEGQIRCSSNIT])/ml and maintained at a density of 5 3 106/ml. On
day 3 of culture, the medium was supplemented with human recombinant interleukin 2 (rIL-2) (20 U/ml; provided by Hofmann-La Roche), and the cultures
were maintained for an additional 7 days. The cells were then centrifuged over
Ficoll-Hypaque and assessed as effectors in a standard 51Cr release assay at an
effector-to-target (E/T) ratio of 10:1 as described below. The target cells were
autologous B-LCL cells pulsed with decreasing concentrations (10 to 0.01 ng/ml)
of the indicated peptides.
Cytotoxicity assay. PBMC from infected, Mamu-A*011 monkeys were cultured with 1.0 mg of the indicated optimal peptide (p11C,C-M [CTPYDINQM],
p68A [STPPLVRLV], p41A [YAPPISGQI]) and maintained at a density of 2 3
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FIG. 1. Mapping of the optimal Mamu-A*01-restricted HIV-1 Env CTL
epitope. (A) PBMC from a SHIV-HXBc2-infected rhesus monkey (L28) were
cultured for 10 days with paraformaldehyde-fixed, autologous B-LCL cells infected with a vaccinia virus (vv299) expressing HIV-1 gp160. The effector cells
were assayed at an E/T ratio of 10:1 with autologous B-LCL targets cultured overnight with the indicated synthetic peptides. (B) PBMC from a SHIV-HXBc2infected rhesus monkey (L3) were cultured for 10 days with the HIV-1 gp160
20-amino-acid p41 peptide (GKAMYAPPIEGQIRCSSNIT) at a final concentration of 50 mg/ml. The effector cells were assayed at an E/T ratio of 10:1 with
Mamu-A*011 B-LCL targets cultured overnight with the indicated synthetic
peptides. (C) Sequences of p41-derived peptides with a proline (P) at position 3.

gous B-LCL cells pulsed with each of the peptides shown in
Fig. 1C. Effector cells generated by both approaches exhibited
preferential lysis of autologous B-LCL cells pulsed with the
nine-amino-acid peptide p41A (YAPPISGQI) (Fig. 1A and B).
Identification of the optimal SIVmac Pol-derived MamuA*01-restricted CTL epitope. To map the SIVmac Pol-derived
Mamu-A*01-restricted CTL epitope, PBMC from an SIVmacinfected monkey were stimulated in vitro with the 25-aminoacid p68 peptide. The resulting effector cells were then used to
assess lysis of autologous B-LCL cells pulsed with a number of

FIG. 2. Mapping of the optimal Mamu-A*01-restricted SIVmac Pol CTL
epitope. (A) PBMC from an SIVmac-infected rhesus monkey (GL9) were cultured for 10 days with 10 mg of the SIVmac Pol 25-amino-acid p68 peptide
(WQVTWIPEWDFISTPPLVRLVFNLV) per ml. The effector cells were assayed at an E/T Ratio of 10:1 with autologous B-LCL cells cultured overnight
with the indicated synthetic peptides. (B) Sequences of p68-derived peptides with
a proline (P) at position 3.
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8-, 9-, and 10-amino-acid peptides within the SIVmac Pol sequence containing a proline at position 3 (Fig. 2B). The nineamino-acid peptide p68A (STPPLVRLV) was preferentially
recognized by the Pol-specific effector cells (Fig. 2A).
We then sought to confirm that p68A was the optimal
Mamu-A*01-restricted SIVmac Pol epitope by assessing the
interaction of selected peptides with the Mamu-A*01 molecule. Fluorescent dye-coupled tetrameric MHC class I/peptide/
b2m complexes have recently been shown to bind subpopulations of epitope-specific CD81 T cells, allowing for flow
cytometric analysis of epitope-specific CTL. Critical to the development of these tetrameric staining reagents is the efficient
in vitro folding of the soluble MHC class I monomers around
specific peptides. The efficiency of this in vitro folding reaction
can be monitored by assessing the conversion of the 31-kDa
MHC class I heavy chain and the 12-kDa b2m to a 43-kDa
MHC class I/peptide/b2m monomer (11). Peptides that bind
with high affinity to the MHC class I heavy chain should induce
efficient folding of the MHC class I/peptide/b2m monomers.
Peptides that fail to bind efficiently to the MHC class I heavy
chain should fail to produce high-molecular-weight MHC class
I/peptide/b2m monomers.
To confirm the results of the functional SIVmac Pol peptide
fine-mapping experiment shown in Fig. 2, we initiated smallscale in vitro folding reactions to assess the ability of the two
nine-amino-acid peptides p68A and p68B to induce folding of
the Mamu-A*01/b2m complex. Formation of the folded 43kDa Mamu-A*01/peptide/b2m complex was monitored by gel
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filtration. As shown in Fig. 3A, the peptide p68A bound efficiently to Mamu-A*01, inducing the formation of a 43-kDa
Mamu-A*01/peptide/b2m complex. In contrast to this, the
peptide p68B failed to bind efficiently to Mamu-A*01 and

failed to induce folding of the 43-kDa Mamu-A*01/peptide/
b2m complex (Fig. 3B) above that seen in the absence of
exogenous peptide (Fig. 3C).
CTL specific for SIVmac Pol p68A and HIV-1 Env p41A epitopes are detected in antigen-stimulated PBMC of some, but not
all, SIVmac- and SHIV-infected Mamu-A*011 rhesus monkeys.
To assess the utility of the newly defined epitopes in monitoring
CTL responses in SIVmac- and SHIV-infected, Mamu-A*011
rhesus monkeys, PBMC from chronically infected animals
were stimulated in vitro with 1.0 mg of the optimal SIVmac
Gag p11C,C-M, SIVmac Pol p68A, or HIV-1 Env p41A peptide per ml for 10 days in the presence of rIL-2 and assessed for
antigen-specific CTL by two independent assays: the detection
of MHC class I/peptide/b2m tetramers binding CD81 T lymphocytes and functional peptide-specific CTL activity (Table 1
and Fig. 4). In the PBMC of all SIVmac- and SHIV-infected,
Mamu-A*011 monkeys tested, high numbers of Mamu-A*01/
p11C,C-M/b2m tetramer-binding cells were detected following
in vitro peptide p11C,C-M stimulation; p11C,C-M-specific
cells constituted from 17.4 to 66.7% of the peptide-stimulated
CD81 T cells. Consistent with the Mamu-A*01/p11C,C-M/
b2m tetramer-binding data, high levels of functional p11C,CM-specific CTL activity were detected in PBMC of all SIVmacand SHIV-infected, Mamu-A*011 monkeys tested.
Mamu-A*01/p41A/b2m tetramers binding CD81 T cells
were detected in all the SHIV-infected animals tested following in vitro peptide p41A stimulation, with p41A-specific cells
ranging from 0.7 to 6.6% of CD81 T cells. However, greater
than 10% functional Env-specific CTL activity could only be
detected in the PBMC of three of five SHIV-infected animals.
Animals L3 and L9 were chronically infected with SHIVHXBc2, which encodes the HIV-1 Env p41A CTL epitope
(YAPPISGQI) defined in the studies shown in Fig. 1. Animals
206, 287, and 556 were chronically infected with SHIV-89.6,
which encodes a modified HIV-1 Env p41A CTL epitope
(YAPPITGQI) containing an S-to-T amino acid change at
position 6. Despite this difference in the HIV-1 Env CTL
epitope, Mamu-A*01/p41A/b2m tetramer binding and p41Aspecific CTL activity in the PBMC of these two groups of
animals did not appear to differ significantly.
Mamu-A*01/p68A/b2m tetramer-binding cells were detected in four of five SHIV-infected animals and in all
SIVmac-infected animals tested following in vitro peptide

TABLE 1. CTL specific for SIVmac Gag p11C,C-M, SIVmac Pol p68A, and HIV-1 Env p41A epitopes detectable in PBMC of SHIV- and
SIVmac-infected, Mamu-A*011 rhesus monkeys after in vitro culture with peptidea
Gag peptide stimulated
Virus

Env peptide stimulated

Pol peptide stimulated

Monkey

% Gag tetramer-binding
CD81 T cellsb

% p11C,
C-M-specific lysisc

% Env tetramer-binding
CD81 T cells

% p41Aspecific lysis

% Pol tetramer-binding
CD81 T cells

% p68Aspecific lysis

SHIV

L3
L9
206
287
556

17.4
36.0
30.6
66.7
25.8

43.3
46.5
45.0
66.2
48.2

5.4
1.5
0.7
6.6
1.8

15.4
6.9
2.3
32.7
14.7

0.5
1.5
0.0
16.2
1.3

14.9
0.6
0.0
57.6
5.3

SIVmac

138
357
403
4DK
GL9

8.7
31.2
56.6
43.1
44.8

61.5
58.7
59.7
43.1
47.9

NDd
ND
ND
ND
ND

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

0.6
1.3
4.4
9.6
5.9

5.0
26.0
6.1
37.2
30.7

a

PBMC from the indicated rhesus monkeys were cultured in vitro for 10 days with 1.0 mg of the indicated optimal peptide per ml.
Results are reported as percent CD31 CD8ab1 PBMC binding the indicated Mamu-A*01/peptide tetrameric complex.
Data represent percent peptide-specific lysis at an E/T ratio of 10:1.
d
ND, not done.
b
c
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FIG. 3. Folding of soluble Mamu-A*01 and human b2m around SIVmac
Pol-derived peptides in vitro. (A) Gel filtration profile of soluble Mamu-A*01
monomers refolded with human b2m and the SIVmac Pol-derived peptide p68A.
(B) Gel filtration profile of soluble Mamu-A*01 monomers refolded with human
b2m and the SIVmac Pol-derived peptide p68B. (C) Gel filtration profile of soluble Mamu-A*01 monomers refolded with human b2m in the absence of exogenous peptide.
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DISCUSSION

FIG. 4. Tetramer binding to peptide-stimulated PBMC from SHIV- and
SIVmac-infected, Mamu-A*011 rhesus monkeys. PBMC from SHIV-89.6-infected monkey 287 and SIVmac-infected monkey 4DK were stimulated in vitro
with 1.0 mg of the indicated optimal peptide (p11C, C-M [CTPYDINQM], p68A
[STPPLVRLV], or p41A [YAPPISGQI]) per ml for 10 days in rIL-2-containing
medium. The PE-coupled tetrameric Mamu-A*01/peptide/b2m complexes were
used in combination with anti-CD8a-FITC, anti-CD8ab-ECD, and anti-CD3APC to stain 2 3 105 lymphocytes isolated by Ficoll-Hypaque density gradient
centrifugation following this in vitro peptide stimulation. The percentage of
CD81 T lymphocytes staining positively with the Mamu-A*01/peptide/b2m complex is indicated in the upper right quadrant.

p68A stimulation. In the SHIV-infected animals, Mamu-A*01/
p68A/b2m binding cells ranged from 0.5 to 16.2% of CD81 T
cells, and in the SIVmac-infected animals, Mamu-A*01/
p68A/b2m binding cells ranged from 0.6 to 9.6% of CD81 T
cells. Functional p68A-specific CTL were detected in two of
four SHIV-infected animals staining positive with the MamuA*01/p68A/b2m tetramer and in three of five SIVmac-infected
animals.
These results demonstrate that SIVmac Gag p11C,C-M-specific CD81 CTL are readily detected in all infected MamuA*011 monkeys, while CD81 CTL specific for the SIVmac Pol
and HIV-1 Env epitopes are present at a lower frequency and
are detected in only a fraction of the animals tested.
SIVmac Pol p68A and HIV-1 Env p41A tetramer-binding
cells are only occasionally detected in freshly isolated PBMC
of chronically infected Mamu-A*011 rhesus monkeys. To explore further the relative frequency of CTL specific for the
Mamu-A*01-restricted SIVmac Pol and HIV-1 Env epitopes,
we assessed freshly isolated whole blood of SIVmac- and
SHIV-infected, Mamu-A*011 monkeys for binding of the
SIVmac Gag p11C,C-M, SIVmac Pol p68A, and HIV-1 Env
p41A/Mamu-A*01 tetramers to CD81 T cells (Table 2 and
Fig. 5). As shown in Table 2, Mamu-A*01/p11C,C-M/b2m
tetramer-binding CD81 T cells were readily detected in freshly

The study of CTL is greatly facilitated by the elucidation of
CTL epitopes and the MHC class I molecules that present
these peptides to effector lymphocytes. Antigen-specific CTL
populations are readily expanded in vitro by stimulation with
epitope peptides, and target cells pulsed with these peptides
can be used in 51Cr release assays to avoid the high levels of
background lysis associated with the use of virus-infected target cells. To expand the utility of the SIV-macaque model for
studies of AIDS pathogenesis and vaccine development, we
sought to identify Mamu-A*01-restricted SIVmac and SHIV
CTL epitopes in rhesus monkeys in addition to the previously
reported SIVmac Gag p11C,C-M epitope (1, 16). Using PBMC
from Mamu-A*011, SHIV-infected rhesus monkeys stimulated in vitro with pools of overlapping peptides spanning the
entire SIVmac Pol and HIV-1 Env proteins, we identified and
fine mapped two novel Mamu-A*01-restricted CTL epitopes:
the SIVmac Pol-derived epitope p68A (STPPLVRLV) and the
HIV-1 Env-derived p41A epitope (YAPPISGQI).
Allen et al. recently defined a consensus motif for peptides
that bind to the rhesus monkey HLA-A homologue molecule
Mamu-A*01 (1). Sequence analysis of peptides eluted from
purified Mamu-A*01 molecules revealed an enrichment of the
TABLE 2. Binding of freshly isolated CD81 peripheral blood
T cells from Mamu-A*011, infected rhesus monkeys to
Mamu-A*01–Gag, -Env, and -Pol peptide tetramers
% Tetramer-binding CD81 T cellsb
Virus

Monkeya

SHIV

SIV

SIVmac Gag
p11C,C-M

HIV-1 Env
p41A

SIVmac
Pol p68A

L3
L9
206
287
556

1.0
0.7
0.6
2.7
0.2

0.3
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0

138
357
403
4DK
GL9

3.8
1.1
14.7
0.7
1.1

0.0
0.0
NDc
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.0

a
Mamu-A*011 rhesus monkeys chronically infected with SIVmac or SHIV
(SHIV-89.6 or SHIV-HXBc2)
b
Percent freshly isolated CD31 CD8ab1 PBMC binding of the indicated
MamuA*01/peptide tetrameric complex.
c
ND, not done.
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isolated peripheral blood of all SIVmac- and SHIV-infected
animals at a frequency of 0.2 to 14.7% of CD81 T cells. MamuA*01/p41A/b2m tetramer-binding CD81 T cells were detected
in freshly isolated peripheral blood of two of five SHIV-infected animals at a frequency of 0.1 to 0.3% of CD81 T cells.
The Mamu-A*01/p41A/b2m tetramer failed to bind to PBMC
of the SIVmac-infected animals, confirming the specificity of
the reagent. Mamu-A*01/p68A/b2m tetramer-binding CD81
T cells were detected in freshly isolated peripheral blood of
one of five SHIV-infected monkeys at a frequency of 0.1% of
CD81 T cells and one of six SIVmac-infected monkeys at a
frequency of 0.4% of CD81 T cells. It is interesting to note that
the animals with measurable Mamu-A*01–p68A tetramer (287
and 4DK) and Mamu-A*01/p41A/b2m tetramer (L3 and 287)
staining in freshly isolated PBMC were the animals with the
highest level of tetramer staining following in vitro peptide
stimulation.
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signal for a proline residue in position 3, suggesting that proline at the third position of the CTL epitope is the anchor
residue critical for the binding of a peptide to Mamu-A*01.
They also identified threonine (T) at position 2, proline (P) at
position 4, isoleucine (I) at position 6, asparagine (N) at position 7, and glutamine (Q) at position 8 as possible auxiliary
anchor residues or preferred residues of Mamu-A*01-restricted CTL epitopes. The definition of the novel MamuA*01-restricted SIVmac Pol and HIV-1 Env epitopes in the
present study confirms the predicted importance of proline as
the position 3 anchor residue. Of the six residues reported in
the consensus sequence by Allen et al. (1), p11C,C-M shows
sequence identity with five. The SIVmac Pol p68A (threonine
at P2, proline at P3, and proline at P4) and HIV-1 Env p41A
(proline at P3, proline at P4, and glutamine at P8) each contain
three residues with sequence identity to the consensus sequence (Table 3). There is reason to suppose that further
epitope-mapping studies should allow the definition of MamuA*01-restricted CTL epitopes derived from SIVmac Env and
viral auxiliary proteins.
While all the Mamu-A*011 rhesus monkeys evaluated
had high-frequency SIVmac Gag p11C,C-M-specific CTL responses, only a fraction of these monkeys had detectable functional CTL specific for SIVmac Pol p68A and HIV-1 Env
p41A, and these CTL were detected at relatively low frequencies by tetramer binding. These findings suggest that Gag
p11C,C-M is a dominant epitope and both SIVmac Pol p68A

and HIV-1 Env p41A are nondominant CTL epitopes. The
reason for the difference in the frequency of CD81 CTL specific for these epitopes is unclear. The ability of a viral peptide
to elicit CTL is likely to be influenced by a number of factors:
(i) the peptide-MHC class I affinity and rate of peptide dissociation, (ii) the amount of viral antigen expressed and the
amount of antigen that can enter the MHC class I antigen
processing pathway, (iii) the rate at which viral antigen is
degraded, and (iv) the efficiency and selectivity of peptide
transport into the endoplasmic reticulum by the TAP transporter (27). Some nondominant CTL epitopes appear to be
naturally processed and presented but remain poorly immunogenic because of their low MHC class I binding affinities (22,
25, 26). It has been demonstrated that highly immunogenic
CTL epitopes invariably exhibit MHC class I antigen binding
affinities of 50 nM or less, while poorly immunogenic CTL
epitopes often have MHC class I antigen binding affinities of
500 nM or more (25). The SIVmac Gag p11C,C-M epitope has
been shown to bind to Mamu-A*01 with a 50% inhibitory
concentration (IC50) of 4.3 nM (1), which is consistent with this
peptide’s immunodominance. The fact that SIVmac Pol p68Aand HIV-1 Env p41A-specific CTL can be readily detected in
some chronically infected, Mamu-A*011 rhesus monkeys suggests that these epitopes can be naturally processed.
In a few instances Mamu-A*01/p41A/b2m and Mamu-A*01/
p68A/b2m tetramer staining of CD81 T cells was detected in
the absence of demonstrable functional peptide-specific CTL
activity. In other instances functional peptide-specific CTL
were detected in PBMC that demonstrated very low MamuA*01/peptide/b2m tetramer binding. We have seen a quantitative correlation between functional CTL activity and the
level of Mamu-A*01/peptide/b2m tetramer-binding CD81 T
cells only when greater than 5% of all CD81 T cells bind the
tetramer. A correlation between functional CTL activity and
the level of Mamu-A*01/peptide/b2m tetramer binding has not
been demonstrated when the tetramer positivity is as low as
has been seen for the nondominant HIV-1 Env p41A and
SIVmac Pol p68A epitopes. A failure to detect HIV-1 Env
p41A- and SIVmac Pol p68A-specific functional CTL activity
may be due to the inconsistency of functional CTL assays when
low numbers of specific effector cells are used. It is also possible that an underlying abnormality in T-cell help in the infected monkeys results in a loss of detectable functional activity when low epitope-specific effector numbers are accessed.
Circulating Mamu-A*01/p11C,C-M/b2m tetramer-binding
CD81 T cells in the chronically infected monkeys ranged from
0.2 to 3.8% of all CD81 CD31 cells, with one monkey as high
as 14.7%. The level of Mamu-A*01/p11C,C-M/b2m tetramerbinding CD81 T cells in these chronically infected animals
remained relatively stable during the course of their evaluation
(data not shown). In the setting of primary SIVmac infection,

TABLE 3. Sequences of consensus and defined optimal
Mamu-A*01-restricted CTL epitopes
Amino acid at position:

Epitope
a

Consensus
p11C,C-M
p41A
p68A
a

(1).
b

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

b

T
T
A
T

P
P
P
P

P
Y
P
P

p
D
I
L

I
I
S
V

N
N
G
R

Q
Q
Q
L

p
M
I
V

p
C
Y
S

Determined by peptide elution from Mamu-A*01 as reported by Allen et al.
p, any amino acid.
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FIG. 5. Tetramer binding to freshly isolated PBMC from SHIV- and
SIVmac-infected, Mamu-A*011 rhesus monkeys. Fresh blood (100 ml) from
SHIV-HXBc2-infected monkey L3 and SIVmac-infected monkey 4DK were
stained with the indicated Mamu-A*01/peptide/b2m complex in combination
with anti-CD8a-FITC, anti-CD8ab-ECD, and anti-CD3-APC. The percentage
of CD81 T lymphocytes staining positively with the Mamu-A*01/peptide/b2m
complex is indicated in the upper right quadrant.
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we have recently demonstrated that tetramer-binding CD81
CD31 cells specific for the dominant p11C,C-M epitope appeared as early as day 11 postinfection, peaked on day 13 at 1.3
to 8.3%, and declined coincident with the fall in virus load (12).
We do not yet know whether the kinetics of the emergence of
the CTL response or its anatomic compartmentalization differs
for CTL that recognize the dominant and nondominant epitopes.
Through the use of soluble MHC class I/peptide/b2m tetrameric complexes and flow cytometric analysis, it has become
possible to define with quantitative precision distinct subpopulations of epitope-specific CD81 CTL (2–4, 6, 8, 11, 17, 21). In
the rhesus monkey model, the application of this technique has
so far been restricted to the study of CTL with specificity for a
single dominant epitope. In the current study, soluble MHC
class I/peptide/b2m complexes were developed for multiple
epitopes of the same virus presented to CTL by the same MHC
class I molecule. This has allowed us to analyze the CD81 CTL
responses to both dominant and nondominant epitopes. The
results indicate that CD81 CTL responses to dominant CTL
epitopes can be easily quantitated with this technology. However, CD81 CTL responses to nondominant epitopes, due to
the low frequency of these epitope-specific cells, may be difficult to quantitate with the tetramer technology.

